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SGA (new) Bang Table of Works Types and Size Requirements 

Type of Fanwork Minimum Bang Size Minimum Complement Size Notes 

Visual arts    

2D Art 1 large complete piece with detail 

and/or layers, or 1 set of several pieces 

with less detail/layers 

1 small to medium complete piece 2D art includes but is not limited to: digital 

art, hand-drawn art whether on paper/canvas 

or computer, hand-painted art whether on 

paper/canvas or computer, 

manips/photoshopped pieces, photography, 

collages and anything else created in two 

dimensions. For hand-created pieces, a scan 

or photograph is the submission method. An 

e.g. of a complement is podfic cover art. 

3D Art 2 separate projects of medium 

complexity or 1 project of extreme 

complexity 

1 project of moderate complexity 3D art includes but is not limited to: pottery, 

fiber arts, jewelrymaking, metalworking, 

woodworking, macaroni castles, puppets or 

dolls, etc. etc. - anything created in three 

dimensions. Submission as photographs. 

Gifs / Gif sets 3 gif-sets with at least 4 gifs per set or 

1 complex gif project 

1 gif set with at least 4 gifs or 1 basic 

gif project 

Gifs may or may not have added text.  

A complex project might be an artwork as in 

2D art above, with some element(s) animated 

so the whole is a gif. 

Icons 40 icons 10 icons Graphics are digital media created to specific 

sizes for a specific purpose (icons, banners, 

wallpapers, etc.)  

Wallpapers 4 wallpapers 1 wallpaper Graphics are digital media created to specific 

sizes for a specific purpose (icons, banners, 

wallpapers, etc.)  

Banners 6 Banners 1 Banner Graphics are digital media created to specific 

sizes for a specific purpose (icons, banners, 

wallpapers, etc.)  

Picspam 40 pictures 10 pictures Picspams should have a theme  

(Sheppard h/c, the women of SGA, SGA 

space battles, etc. etc.) 
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Writing    

Fic 5000 words 1000 words Can be straightforward or interactive fic, or a 

remix (see below) 

Poetry 40 line poem (or set of short poems 

totalling this) 

10 lines (or set of very short poems 

totalling this) 

 

Comics 4 pages or 8 panels 1 page or 2-4 panels Comics may be drawn art (digital or 

traditional) or be created with 

screenshots/collages/manips, with added text. 

Audio-visual    

Vid 3 minutes total (may be more than 1 

vid) 

1 minute total  

Podfic 5000 words OR min. 30 min of 

recorded time 

1000 words OR min. 7-8 minutes of 

recorded time 

 

Fanmix 40 songs 10 songs  

Other    

Rec Set 40 recs 10 recs  

Meta 2500 words 1000 words  

Remix  See requirements for type of fanwork 

as above. Ask mods if in doubt.  

See requirements for type of fanwork 

as above. Ask mods if in doubt.  

Creator’s permission to remix is required. 

Something else? Email the mods to discuss Email the mods to discuss  

 


